INFORMATION LITERACY COMMITTEE  
MINUTES  
Dec. 5, 2014 - Grant Campus  

Present: Jennifer Farquhar, Chair; Penny Beale, Lisa Meléndez, Bruce Seger


2. Penny will be on sabbatical Spring 2015 semester. LAMS will discuss which librarian from Eastern Campus will serve on committee during her absence.

3. Teaching statistics:
   - Teaching statistics were shared from each campus which led to a discussion about the importance of collecting stats across campuses in a uniform way. IL-listserv and assessment workshops support collecting data in this way.
   - Jenny will draft a form to collect basic information when scheduling classes and gather data online. Penny suggested seeking Dana’s input on using Access (vs. Excel) for sorting and creating reports. Jenny will touch base with Dana and also check into whether LibCal can dump data into LibAnalytics.

4. LIB 101: 1 credit:
   - Jenny announced that the resolution to drop COL to 1 credit from 1.5 passed on all 3 campuses. Governance should be voting this week.
   - Jenny will be serving on the COL subcommittee to revise the curriculum; current expectations are to have the “new” course in place for Fall 2015.
   - Discussion regarding process to revise LIB 101 from 1.5 to 1 credit as well. IL Committee should be responsible for proposal and relevant document changes (outline, syllabus).
   - Should be priority for spring so that revised course is in place for Fall 2015.
   - Question whether Marya’s online section will also drop from 1.5 credits to 1 credit.

5. Revisions of COL Worksheet:
   - Jenny shared that Dawn Wing and Susan Wood are in touch with Troy and Ed about GOTS (Guide on the Side; it should be up and running Fall 2015. Jenny would like to work with Dawn and Susan in the spring on drafting GOTS.
   - Discussion about using GOTS with COL classes.
   - Worksheet revision should go hand-in-hand with new COL curriculum, GOTS implementation, and EDS.
   - Jenny reported that she recently piloted a revised COL worksheet which went very well and is on the right track for closing the assessment loop. She will share copy of assignment/worksheet.
   - Jenny will post questions on IL-list regarding EDS and instruction.